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Bread for all position on Vitol’s letter of 21 August 2015,  

 

Bread for all (BFA) would like to address the issues Vitol raises in its letter of 21 August 2015.  

Leverage over CoAL 

In its letter Vitol writes that: “The terms of contract between Vitol and CoAL are such to allow third 

parties to export as well, hence Vitol does not have the leverage which a truly exclusive marketing 

agreement might give.”  

BFA is aware that third parties can export as well. However, we do not believe that Vitol can 

conclude from this situation that it has no leverage and no responsibility towards CoAL. 

BFA note the following: Vitol “had been appointed as CoAL’s exclusive marketing agent for all 

export thermal and coking coal for a period of eight years.” This means that:  

- With this offtake agreement, Vitol has a contractual relationship with CoAL;  

- The contractual relationship between Vitol and CoAL will last 8 years;  

- As CoAL is exporting a significant share of its coal, we think that a significant share of its 

coal will be traded by Vitol. Otherwise it would not have signed an offtake agreement. 

Considering the three points above, we consider that Vitol does have leverage over CoAL and 

that, in line with the UN Guiding Principles, Vitol should exercise its leverage “to prevent or mitigate 

the adverse impact” that may be caused by CoAL. 

UN Global Compact and EITI 

In its letter, Vitol claims “to conduct its business in accordance with the UN Global Compact’s ten 

principles”. But at present Vitol is neither a signatory to the UN Global Compact (which comprises 

over 12,500 signatories worldwide) nor a member of the Swiss Global Compact Network. For the 

sake of transparency and coherence, if a company follows a standard, it should also be a signatory 

of it and make this information public.  

In its letter, Vitol also state that it behaves “in accordance with EITI (Extractive Industry 

Transparency Initiative) standards.” But unlike Trafigura, another trading company, Vitol is not an 

official member of the EITI initiative.  

Not a major coal player 

Vitol states that it is a „very small participant in the global coal industry” and that “it is incorrect to 

suggest that Vitol is “a key player in the value chain of coal.”  

BFA notes that Vitol states on its website that it is one of the top five coal traders worldwide.
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Conclusion 

Vitol states that the “report is full of false information and incorrect assumptions and the conclusions 

which are drawn are consequently wrong.”  

The main conclusions of the BFA report were the following:  

- “From publicly available documents and information, it appears that Vitol’s human rights 

approach at Group level is weak.”  

- “Given, however, that Vitol has a high turnover, works with numerous suppliers and trades 

high-risk commodities, such as coal and oil, we believe Vitol should put in place a 

comprehensive human rights approach.”   

 

BFA still believes these conclusions are valid and hopes that Vitol will reconsider some of its 

positions in the future.  
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